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Abstract. Various techniques applied to analyse bankruptcy of enterprises are discussed. The 
most adequate results are achieved if «the fuzzy production rules «  technique is applied. 

The objectives to assess enterprises bankruptcy risk are topical for the economy of any country. Re-
porting documents (an enterprise balance sheet, profit and loss statement, report on using monetary funds, 
etc.) serve as an information base for such assessment. 

An enterprise financial analysis involves various techniques such as risk assessment of an enterprise 
bankruptcy, solvency, etc. A number of indicators characterising certain aspects of an enterprise current fi-
nancial condition are known. Such indicators are those of  liquidity, profitability, sustainability and others. In 
the world practice there exist standards for some indicators and such standards make it possible to assess an 
enterprise condition. However, the above standards have been obtained using expert evaluations and their 
usage is impeded due to specificity of  economy branches, current specific features of operating enterprises, 
economic environment condition, etc. Normally  an enterprise bankruptcy risk assessment involves: 
- Balance liquidity analysis; 
- An enterprise financial condition coefficient analysis; 
- An enterprise financial condition  analysis on the basis of statistical models; 
- An enterprise bankruptcy risk analysis employing unclear data presentation. 

In early univariate financial analysis methods by William H. Beaver [1967] the most representative 
financial indicators were sampled and they made it possible to qualify enterprises of some sampling compa-
rable by size and having the same activity. In such methods each indicator was considered outside its link 
with other indicators and , naturally, the interconnection between various indicators was not accounted.. The 
multivariate approach consists in classification of n enterprises belonging to some sampling, which are char-
acterised by  m indicators using statistical methods of the discriminate analysis.  

The classification of enterprises by bankrupt, sustainable, profitable ones, etc. Is done using the 
scoring method the main point of which consists in computation of some synthetic indicator the values of 
which make it possible to divide enterprises into classes. Normally such indicator Z is a linear combination of 
variables Xi, i = 1,2…n, each of which is a relation of major financial indicators of an enterprise activity: 

Z=a1X1+a2X2+….anXn 
The employed methods of the financial scoring differ in the nature of variables Х1…Хn,  used to con-

struct a discriminate function and  weighting factors with such variables. One should note that each variable 
Xi , i=1,...,n in and of itself has an important value for a financial analysis since in the relation numerator and 
denominator the most important indicators of an enterprise activity are used such as a total income (pro-
ceeds), profit, asset, etc. 

Altman function triggered the application statistical models in the financial analysis of enterprises 
abroad For the first time it was presented by Altman in 1968 [1]. The function is as follows: 

Z=1,2X1+1,4X2+3,3X3+0,6X4+0,999X5 
It assesses an enterprise bankruptcy probability depending on the value of  Z. Here the selection of variables 
is problematic. 

Altman function as well as other enterprise bankruptcy analysis functions were constructed on the 
basis of two samplings  (bankrupts and sound enterprises approximately of one size. However, among indus-
trial enterprises in a certain period of time the share of bankruptcies was essentially lower than that of sound 
enterprises and it does not exceed  3–5%. The effect of similar functions consists in the reduction of error 
while placing sound enterprises in the group of bankrupt enterprises.  

Altman and other researchers have developed models that made it possible to mare forecasts better 
than the first model [2]  The analysis of application of Z-models for a number of countries as well as Altman 
conclusions in one country by periods (in USA for  10 years) indicate that such methods do not possess sus-
tainability to variations in source data. The reason of instability of models consists in the fact that the statis-
tics employed in the models may be representational but  they do not possess an important property of statis-
tical homogeneity of sampling of events. 

The application of statistical methods to  the analysis of enterprises with various organisational and 
technical structure , unique market business processes, strategies, phases, etc. i.e. to heterogeneous objects 
leads to doubtful results. But a more important restriction of such models is the fact that statistics are applied 
to only one unique enterprise, but not to a set of enterprises. 
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By this means mathematical methods and information technologies are required which operate with 
the uncertainty Lack , subjective estimate or inaccuracy in measurement of qualitative and qualitative source 
data lead to the necessity to use linguistic variables with a variety of values The link of the quantitative value 
of a certain fact with its qualitative linguistic description is expressed  by a function of a fuzzy membership 
set. 

Methods used can be different, but an analyst always strives to select a method that makes it possi-
ble to maximally reduce classification errors. In view of the fact that the information available for an analyst 
is frequently incomplete, fuzzy and strained artificial intelligence methods frequently turn to be more elabo-
rate and flexible as compared to those described above.. 

Production rules 
A production rule is as follows: 

IF   <condition> THAN <conclusion>. 
By means of a set of rules of this type one can outline various aspects of an enterprise financial con-

dition. In the period from 1983 to 1990 in the centre of the balance sheet of the Bank of France AIDE (Assis-
tance Informatise au Diagnostic d'Etreprises) expert system – an information aid to diagnose enterprises was 
built on the basis of a set of production rules. In the development end the system included 1800 production 
rules. 

Factors integrated by the system account technical, humanitarian and strategic aspects of an enter-
prise. The implementation of the system made it possible to investigate various aspects of an enterprise func-
tioning, find relations and inconsistencies, build sufficiently long chains to input conclusions based on vari-
ous notions. The system application requires  relatively long time for data processing (several hours) and 
active simultaneous participation of representatives of an enterprise and an expert of the balance sheet centre 
in order to avoid probable “drifts” of the system and obtain coherent and interpreted results. By means of a 
dialogue with an enterprise AIDE system makes it possible to uncover a global vision of an enterprise 
through a set of its interim conclusions We believe that AIDE system is a most complete expert system for an 
enterprise financial condition analysis. 

Similar systems are functioning in leading consulting companies of the U.S.A. Currently similar 
systems a being developed in Germany, Belarus and other countries. 

Fuzzy production rules 
Fuzzy knowledge can be formulated by experts in the financial analysis with the aid of a production 

rule in which a confidence factor is indicated which is set by fuzzy numerical data. [3,4]  A fuzzy production 
rule of a knowledge base will be as follows: 

IF  G1(p1),G2(p2), …,Gn(pn)  THEN Н(pn+1),  
where: Gi(pi)  i = 1,2,…, n – conditions involving financial indicators with indication of the degree of their 
adecuacy;  

Н(pn+1) – conclusion on an enterprise financial condition with p+1 adecuacy ratio. 
By using fuzzy numerical data we can more flexibly  indicate an indicator value, for example,  "an 

enterprise debt" by means of a fuzzy set: 
Debt= {(1/0,1), (2/0,2),…,(10/1)},  

where 1 indicates to a small enterprise debt value and  10 to a great value. 
In a similar way one can build fuzzy seta also for other financial indicators. 

IF (condition) THEN (conclusion) CF (value). 
For example,  
IF  Altman Z value =1.9  
AND liquidity ratio value <1 
THEN enterprise solvency is poor. 

CF = 0,8. 
In compliance with the scheme proposed by Shortliff in  MYCIN system the confidence ration will 

be equal to : 
CF [h: e] = MB [h: e] - MD [h: e],  
where CF [h: e] is confidence in hypothesis h with account of evidence е; 
MB [h: e] и MD [h: e]- confidence and distrust measures in hypothesis h respectively with evidence e. 

In order to clarify the confidence and distrust measures with two evidences х  e1, е2 the following 
formula is applied: 

MB [h: e1, е2] = MB [h: e1] + MB [h: e2] (1- MB [h: e1]. 
More accurately the confidence ration can be derived in the following way: 
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MB - MD 
                            CF  = --------------------- 

 -- min(MB,MD) 
It is more efficient as compared to the preservation of values MB и MD for each hypothesis to com-

pute a current combined confidence ratio.  
In [5] the implementation of a fuzzy knowledge-based decision aiding method was presented as an 

alternative for the assessment of financial risks and especially for corporate bankruptcy prediction. Three 
well-known multivariate statistical and econometric methods were applied, such as the linear discriminate 
analysis (LDA), the logic analysis (LA) and the profit analysis (PA). The method of fuzzy production rules 
provides more accurate results as compared to statistical methods. This method, which is a combination of a 
fuzzy rule generator and a data mining technique that utilises a fuzzy rule based classifier, aims at the classi-
fication of firms into two classes according to the financial that they incorporate. The comparison of this 
methodology to multivariate statistical and econometric methods showed that the results obtained by the 
knowledge-based method are at least competitive, indicating that such an  approach can be considered as an 
alternative to parametric techniques that are subject to specific limitations and problems. 
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